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Date:
 

It is                                                 today.It is                                                 today.

Little

I heard:I heard:

Stranger danger?Stranger danger?
Hey parents, be sure to chat with your little ones about how to be safe!  A stranger for them Hey parents, be sure to chat with your little ones about how to be safe!  A stranger for them 

can be a child that is different from them, or someone new!  At our house, we talk about can be a child that is different from them, or someone new!  At our house, we talk about 
sneaky strangers: “we don’t need to be scared of strangers, most are good and if you need sneaky strangers: “we don’t need to be scared of strangers, most are good and if you need 
help you should ALWAYS ask someone!  But sneaky strangers are ones that might have help you should ALWAYS ask someone!  But sneaky strangers are ones that might have 
selfish plans.  Sneaky strangers might want you to go with them even though you know you’re selfish plans.  Sneaky strangers might want you to go with them even though you know you’re 
not supposed to.  Sneaky strangers might tell you not to tell your parents - that’s a sign they not supposed to.  Sneaky strangers might tell you not to tell your parents - that’s a sign they 
are SNEAKY!!”. Kids can start practicing hospitality by identifying how they can be kind and are SNEAKY!!”. Kids can start practicing hospitality by identifying how they can be kind and 
welcoming to other children their age :) welcoming to other children their age :) 

Draw it!Draw it!
What would a camel refill station look like?What would a camel refill station look like?



Colour it!Colour it!

Add The Friends Today!Add The Friends Today!
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